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We study the effect of resonance decays on intensity interferometry for heavy ion collisions. Collective
expansion of the source leads to a dependence of the two-particle correlation function on the pair momentum
K. This opens the possibility to reconstruct the dynamics of the source from the K dependence of the measured
Hanbury-Brown–Twiss ~HBT! radii. Here we address the question to what extent resonance decays can fake
such a flow signal. Within a simple parametrization for the emission function we present a comprehensive
analysis of the interplay of flow and resonance decays on the one- and two-particle spectra. We discuss in
detail the non-Gaussian features of the correlation function introduced by long-lived resonances and the
resulting problems in extracting meaningful HBT radii. We propose to define them in terms of the second-order
q moments of the correlator C(q,K). We show that this yields a more reliable characterisation of the correlator
in terms of its width and the correlation strength l than other commonly used fit procedures. The normalized
fourth-order q moments ~kurtosis! provide a quantitative measure for the non-Gaussian features of the cor-
relator. At least for the class of models studied here, the kurtosis helps separating effects from expansion flow
and resonance decays, and provides the cleanest signal to distinguish between scenarios with and without
transverse flow. @S0556-2813~97!01812-8#
PACS number~s!: 25.75.Gz, 12.38.Mh, 24.10.Jv, 25.75.LdI. INTRODUCTION
The only known way to obtain direct experimental infor-
mation on the space-time structure of the particle emitting
source created in a relativistic nuclear collision is through
two-particle intensity interferometry @1,2#. This information
is therefore indispensable for an assessment of theoretical
models which try to reconstruct the final state of the collision
from the measured single-particle spectra and particle multi-
plicity densities in momentum space. Reliable estimates of
the source geometry at particle freeze-out are crucial for an
experimental proof that high-energy heavy ion collisions can
successfully generate large volumes of matter with high-
energy density. Direct information from two-particle corre-
lations on the expansion dynamics at freeze-out further pro-
vides essential constraints for theoretical models which
extrapolate back in time towards the initial stages of the col-
lision in order to make statements about a possible transition
to deconfined quark matter.
An important insight from recent theoretical research on
Hanbury-Brown–Twiss ~HBT! interferometry is that for dy-
namical sources which undergo collective expansion the
HBT radius parameters, which characterize the width of the
two-particle correlation function, develop a dependence on
the pair momentum @3–13#. The detailed momentum depen-
dence is somewhat model dependent, and in general it is not
simple @11#. Still, it opens the crucial possibility to extract
dynamical information on the source from interferometry
data. Unfortunately, the most abundant candidates for inter-
ferometry studies, charged pions, are strongly contaminated
by decay products from unstable resonances some of which
only decay long after hadron freeze-out @14,8#. Such reso-560556-2813/97/56~6!/3265~22!/$10.00nance decays were shown to introduce an additional momen-
tum dependence of the HBT radius parameters and of the
intercept parameter @8,15# which complicates the extraction
of the expansion flow.
A systematic approach towards extracting the expansion
velocity from experimental HBT data thus presupposes a
careful analysis of the interplay of flow and resonance de-
cays on the gross features of the two-particle correlation
function. This is the aim of the present paper. We will use
for our analysis a simple analytical model for the source
function, which assumes local thermalization at freeze-out
and produces hadronic resonances by thermal excitation. The
model incorporates longitudinal and transverse expansion as
well as a finite duration of particle emission. The two most
important parameters for our considerations, the temperature
and transverse expansion velocity at freeze-out, can be var-
ied independently. Our study thus complements published
HBT analyses of source functions generated by hydrody-
namic simulations where freeze-out is implemented along a
sharp hypersurface @8# and which do not easily allow us to
gain physical intuition by a systematic variation of the model
parameters. After freeze-out the resonances are allowed to
decay according to an exponential proper time distribution
along their trajectories, and the resulting emission functions
of daughter particles ~pions, kaons, etc.! are added to the
direct emission function of particles of the same kind before
calculating the correlation function. A discussion of the mo-
mentum dependence of resonance decay effects on the one-
and two-particle spectra requires the correct treatment of the
decay phase space @8,16,17# and does not permit the simpli-
fying approximations leading, e.g., to Eq. ~1! in Ref. @18#.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review3265 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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Gaussian fits to the correlation function. This calculational
scheme is then extended in Sec. III to include resonance
decay contributions. The next three sections are devoted to a
detailed model study based on this formalism. In Sec. IV we
describe the model for the emission function including reso-
nance contributions. Results for the one- and two-particle
spectra are presented in Sec. V, and a general discussion of
the effects from resonance decays on the shape of the corre-
lation function is given there. In Sec. VI we then discuss in
detail the practical difficulties posed by the non-Gaussian
features in the correlation function due to long-lived reso-
nances, by comparing different fitting procedures. This leads
us in Sec. VII to the alternative method of q moments which
provide a clean definition of the HBT radii and intercept
parameter even for non-Gaussian correlation functions.
These HBT radii show much weaker resonance decay effects
than the ones obtained in Ref. @8# by fitting a Gaussian func-
tion to a non-Gaussian correlator. The normalized fourth q
moment of the correlator, the kurtosis, provides a quantita-
tive measure for the deviations from a Gaussian shape as,
e.g., induced by resonance decays. We will show that, at
least within the general class of source models studied here,
the simultaneous study of the pair momentum dependence of
the HBT radii, the intercept parameter and the kurtosis al-
lows for a relatively clean separation of flow and resonance
decay effects. We summarize our findings in Sec. VIII. The
Appendixes contain some background for readers interested
in the technical details. The computer code used in the
present study, is on deposit in the E-PAPS archive @44#.
II. GAUSSIAN PARAMETRIZATIONS
OF THE CORRELATION FUNCTION
For a given model for the emission function S(x ,p) and
assuming incoherent particle production as well as plane
wave propagation, the invariant momentum spectrum and




d3p 5E d4x S~x ,p !, ~2.1!
C~q,K!'11
u*d4x S~x ,K ! eiqxu2
u*d4x S~x ,K !u2
511u^eiqx&u2,
~2.2!
^ f ~x !&[^ f ~x !&~K !5*d
4x f ~x !S~x ,K !
*d4xS~x ,K ! . ~2.3!
Equation ~2.2! is written down for identical bosons, and
q5p12p2, K5
1
2 (p11p2), with p1, p2 on-shell such that
Kq50. ^ f (x)&[^ f (x)&(K) denotes the (K-dependent! av-
erage of an arbitrary space-time function with the emission
function S(x ,K). As long as the emission function is suffi-
ciently Gaussian @11# one can approximate
C~q,K!'11exp@2qmqn^ x˜m x˜n&~K !# , ~2.4!where x˜m(K)5xm2^xm&[xm2 x¯m(K) is the distance to the
point x¯(K) of maximum emissivity of particles with mo-
mentum K in the source ~the so-called ‘‘saddle point’’ of the
source for particles with momentum K). In this approxima-
tion the two-particle correlation function is completely deter-
mined by its Gaussian widths which in turn are directly
given by the (K-dependent! space-time variances ^ x˜m x˜n& of
the emission function. The latter define the size of regions of
homogeneity in the source @5,10,21,22# which effectively
contribute to the Bose-Einstein correlations. Finer space-time
structures of the source show up in deviations of the cor-
relator from a Gaussian shape.
In previous studies of analytically given emission func-
tions, the correlator was sufficiently Gaussian to base all in-
vestigations on Eq. ~2.4!. Then one proceeds as follows: Due
to the on-shell constraint Kq50 only three of the four com-
ponents of q which appear in the exponent are independent.
The dependent component must be eliminated using the re-
lation
q05bq5b'qo1b lql . ~2.5!
Here b5K/K0'K/EK , with EK5Am21K2, is approxi-
mately the velocity of the pair, and we used the convention
that l denotes the ‘‘longitudinal’’ ~beam! direction (z axis!, o
denotes the orthogonal ‘‘outward’’ direction (x axis! which
is oriented such that K5(K' ,0,Kl) lies in the x-z plane.
Correspondingly b has no y component in the third Carte-
sian direction, the ‘‘sideward’’ direction: bs50. Due to the
mass-shell constraint ~2.5!, the inverse of the Fourier trans-
form in Eq. ~2.2! is not unique. The missing information
required for the reconstruction of the ~Gaussian! source in
space-time from the measurable ~Gaussian! HBT radii must
thus be provided by model assumptions.
In this paper we will deal only with azimuthally symmet-
ric sources for which the correlation function is symmetric
under qs!2qs @23#. Specifically, we will discuss two
Gaussian parametrizations of C .
~1! The Cartesian parametrization @21# is obtained by us-









2 ~K!# . ~2.6!





2~K!5^~ x˜2b' t˜ !2&, ~2.7b!
Rl
2~K!5^~ z˜2b l t˜ !2&, ~2.7c!
Rol
2 ~K!5^~ x˜2b' t˜ !~ z˜2b l t˜ !& . ~2.7d!
For a detailed discussion of the meaning of these standard
HBT parameters, in particular of the out-longitudinal (ol)
cross term @21#, and how they mix spatial and temporal as-
pects of the source, see Refs. @10,11,23#.
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2~K!ql22~q0!22@R02~K!1R i2~K!#@qU~K!#2%, ~2.8!where U(K) is a (K-dependent! four-velocity with only a
longitudinal spatial component:




The YKP parameters R'
2 (K), R02(K), and R i2(K) extracted
from such a fit do not depend on the longitudinal velocity of
the observer system in which the correlation function is mea-
sured. They can again be expressed in terms of the space-
time variances ^ x˜m x˜n& @12#, and take their simplest form in
the frame where v(K) vanishes @23,12,13# ~the approxima-





2~K!5^~ z˜2~b l /b'! x˜ !2&2~b l /b'!2^ y˜2&'^ z˜2&,
~2.10b!
R0
2~K!5^~ t˜2 x˜/b'!2&2^ y˜2&/b'
2 '^ t˜2& . ~2.10c!
The expressions ~2.7!, ~2.10! for the HBT parameters are
useful for two reasons. ~i! They result in an appreciable tech-
nical simplification because instead of the Fourier transform
~2.2! only a small number of four-dimensional real integrals
over the source function must be evaluated to completely
determine the correlation function. Their accuracy has been
checked in @11# for models of the type to be used below and,
in the absence of resonance decays, for hydrodynamic
sources with a sharp freeze-out hypersurface in @28#. ~ii!
They provide an intuitive understanding of which space-time
features of the source are reflected by the various q depen-
dences of the correlator. However, their range of validity is
limited by the fact that strictly speaking the space-time vari-
ances determine only the curvature of the correlator at q50:








~2.11!This agrees with the widths of the correlator if and only if
C(q,K) is Gaussian. We will see that resonance decays can
lead to appreciable non-Gaussian features in the correlation
function. If this is the case, Eqs. ~2.7! and ~2.10! no longer
provide quantitatively reliable expressions for the observed
half widths of the correlator. A detailed discussion will fol-
low in Sec. V.
III. RESONANCE DECAY CONTRIBUTIONS
We concentrate on charged pion (p1p1 or p2p2) cor-
relations. In the presence of resonance decays, the emission
function is the sum of a direct term plus one additional term
for each resonance decay channel with a pion of the desired
charge in the final state:
Sp~x ,p !5Sp
dir~x ,p !1 (
rÞp
Sr!p~x ,p ! . ~3.1!
Note that the sum is over decay channels, not just over reso-
nances. We compute the emission functions Sr!p(x ,p) for
the decay pions from the direct emission functions Sr
dir(X ,P)
for the resonances taking into account the correct decay ki-









dirS x2 P6M t ,P6D .
~3.2!
From now on capital letters denote variables associated with
the parent resonance, while lowercase letters denote pion
variables. Here, G is the total decay width of the resonance,
and (6*R goes over the kinematically allowed resonance
momenta as described in Appendix A. Please note that the
momenta p and P6 in this expression are in general differ-
ent, in contrast to the approximation used in Eq. ~1! of Ref.
@18#. This is important for the following discussion of the
momentum dependence of the correlator.
The complete two-particle correlation function is then
given byC~q,K!511
uS˜p
dir~q ,K !u212(rÞpRe@ S˜p
dir~q ,K !S˜r!p~q ,K !#1u(rÞp S˜r!p~q ,K !u2
uS˜p~0,K !u2
, ~3.3!
where the denominator includes all resonance contributions according to Eq. ~3.1!. The last term in the numerator can be
neglected if resonance production is small @29#. However, in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions a major fraction of all final
state pions stem from resonance decays ~see Fig. 1! and this ‘‘Grassberger approximation’’ cannot be used.
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Sec. II for the HBT parameters in terms of space-time vari-
ances of the source to include resonance decay contributions:
^ x˜m x˜n&~K !5
(r*d4x x˜m x˜n Sr!p~x ,K !
(r*d4x Sr!p~x ,K !
. ~3.4!
Here the sum runs over all contributions, including the direct
pions. It is instructive to rewrite the average over the emis-
sion function in the following form:
^xn&~K !5(
r
f r~K ! ^xn&r~K !,
^xmxn&~K !5(
r
f r~K ! ^xmxn&r~K !, ~3.5!
where we introduced the single-particle fractions @8#
f r~K !5
*d4x Sr!p~x ,K !









f r~K !51. ~3.6!
These give the fraction of single pions with momentum K
resulting from decay channel r . We also defined the average
^&r with the effective pion emission function arising from
this particular channel:
^&r~K !5
*d4x . . . Sr!p~x ,K !
*d4xSr!p~x ,K !
. ~3.7!
The variances ~3.4! can then be rewritten as
^ x˜m x˜n&5(
r
f r^ x˜m x˜n&r1(
r ,r8
f r~dr ,r82 f r8!^xm&r^xn&r8.
~3.8!
The first term has a simple intuitive interpretation: each reso-
nance decay channel r contributes an effective emission
function Sr!p . The full variance is calculated by weighting
the variance ~homogeneity length! of the emission function
from a particular decay channel r with the fraction f r with
which this channel contributes to the single-particle spec-
trum. However, the different effective emission functions
Sr!p(x ,p) have in general different saddle points; this gives
rise to the second term in Eq. ~3.8! which somewhat spoils
its intuitive interpretation.
Also, the full emission function ~3.1! is a superposition of
sources with widely differing sizes since long-lived reso-
nances contribute long exponential tails to the emission func-
tion Sr!p @8,15#. It is easy to see that this leads to non-
Gaussian correlation functions: Consider a simple one-
dimensional toy model where the emission function is a sum
of two Gaussian terms, one of width Rdir for direct pions and
one of width Rhalo for pions from a resonance, with weights
12e and e , respectively:Sp~x ,K !5Sp









According to Eq. ~3.3! the correlator is then a superposition
of three Gaussians which for Rhalo@Rdir have very different
widths:









Obviously, if e is small, the rough structure of the correlator
will be determined by the large and broad direct contribu-
tion. The two other contributions will, however, modify its
functional form as follows.
~i! If the resonance is shortlived such that Rhalo'Rdir , its
effect on the correlator will be minor; its shape will remain
roughly Gaussian, with a width somewhere between 1/Rdir
and 1/Rhalo , depending on the weight e of the resonance
contribution.
~ii! If the resonance lifetime and thus Rhalo are extremely
large, the second and third term in Eq. ~3.10! will be very
narrow and, due to the finite two-track resolution of every
experiment, may escape detection; then the correlator looks
again Gaussian with a width 1/Rdir , but at q50 it will not
approach the value 2, but 11(12e)2,2. The correlation
appears to be incomplete, with a ‘‘correlation strength’’
l5(12 f r)25(12e)2.
~iii! If the resonance lifetime is in between such that
Rhalo@Rdir but 1/Rhalo is still large enough to be experimen-
tally resolved, all three Gaussians contribute, and the full
correlator deviates strongly from a single Gaussian.
FIG. 1. The resonance fractions f r(y ,p') according to Eq. ~3.6!
for T5150 MeV. Upper row: no transverse flow, h f50; lower row:
h f50.3. Left column: f r as a function of transverse momentum at
central rapidity; right column: f r as function of rapidity at p'50.
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from Eq. ~3.8! yield misleading or outright wrong results for
the width of the correlation function. They give the curvature
of the correlator at q50:





]q2 Uq50 . ~3.11!
In case ~ii!, for not too small values of e , this is dominated
by the second term although the resonance contribution is
not even visible in the measured correlator. On a quantitative
level, the situation is not very much better for case ~iii! ~see
Sec. VI A 1 for a more detailed discussion!.
However, if the resonances can be clearly separated into
two distinct classes, one with very short lifetimes of order 1
fm/c , the other with very long lifetimes of order 100 fm/c or
longer, then space-time variances can again provide an accu-
rate measure for the width of the correlation function. To
achieve this, one must leave out the long-lived resonances
from the sum over r in Eq. ~3.8!, i.e., one restricts the cal-
culation of the space-time variances to the ‘‘core’’ of the
emission function from direct pions and short-lived reso-
nances @30,31#. Since the contribution from long-lived reso-
nances to the correlator cannot be resolved experimentally
~while they do contribute to the single-particle spectra!, one
includes them via a reduced correlation strength l:
l~K !5S 12 (
r5long lived
f r~K ! D 2 . ~3.12!
The K dependence of l will be discussed in Sec. V.
The real problem comes from resonances with an inter-
mediate lifetime. They cause appreciable deviations from a
Gaussian behavior for the correlator and cannot be reliably
treated by the method of space-time variances. In nature
there is only one such resonance, the v meson with its 23.4
fm/c lifetime. At low K' it contributes up to 10% of all
pions @ f v(K50)'0.1#, and their non-Gaussian effects on
the correlator can be clearly seen. They will be discussed
extensively in Secs. VI and VII.
IV. A SIMPLE MODEL FOR THE EMISSION FUNCTION
As discussed after Eq. ~2.5!, a completely model-
independent HBT analysis is not possible. In this section we
define a simple model for the emission function in relativistic
nuclear collisions which will be used in the rest of the paper
for quantitative studies. It has been used extensively in the
literature @9–13,23#, and we present a simple extension to
include resonance production. It implements the essential
features expected from sources created in nuclear collisions:
It assumes local thermalization prior to freeze-out and incor-
porates its collective expansion in the longitudinal and trans-
verse directions. On the geometric side, the source has a
finite size in the spatial and temporal directions, i.e., it imple-
ments a finite, but nonzero duration for particle emission.
















with proper time t5At22z2 and space-time rapidity
h5 12 ln@(t1z)/(t2z)# . The physical meaning of the param-
eters has been explained in detail in Refs. @9–13,23# to
which we refer the reader. The only new ingredients are a
factor 2Jr11 for the spin degeneracy ~due to charge identi-
fication in the experiment each isospin state must be treated
separately!, and a chemical potential mr for each resonance
r . This means that all particles are assumed to freeze-out
with the same geometric characteristics and the same collec-
tive flow, superimposed by thermal motion with the same
temperature. The possible consequences of particle-specific
freeze-out @34,35# will have to be discussed elsewhere.
For later reference we note that the function H(x) is nor-
malized to the total comoving three-volume according to





, h rms5Dh . ~4.4!
Note that the rms widths in x and y direction are each given
by R . If the Gaussians in H(x) were replaced by box func-
tions @32,33#, the equivalent box dimensions ~with the same
rms radii! would be R˜52R , h˜5A3 Dh .
For the flow profile we assume @12# Bjorken scaling in the
longitudinal direction, v l5z/t , and a linear transverse flow
rapidity profile @36#:
h t~r !5h f
r
R . ~4.5!
In spite of the longitudinal boost invariance of the flow, the
source as a whole is not boost invariant due to the finite
extension in h provided by the second Gaussian in Eq. ~4.1!.
Inserting the parametrization ~A5! for P the emission




~2p!3 M Tcosh~Y2h! e
mr /T H~x !
3expS 2 M TT cosh~Y2h!coshh t~r !
1
PT
T sinhh t~r !cos~f2F! D . ~4.6!
The direct pion component Sp
dir(x ,p) is obtained from this
expression by setting r5p , P5p , Jp50, mp50, and F50
@see Eq. ~A4!#. This last condition reflects a choice for the
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momentum p' of the decay pion lies in the x-z plane. For the
transverse momentum P' of resonances which contribute
pions with the same p' as the directly emitted ones, in gen-
eral a nonvanishing azimuthal angle F is required, see Ap-
pendix A.
The chemical potentials mr will be fixed by the assump-
tion of chemical equilibrium at freeze-out. Then baryon
number and strangeness conservation in the fireball demand
the existence of two independent chemical potentials mB and
mS , with
mr5brmB1srmS , ~4.7!
where br and sr are the baryon number and strangeness of
resonance r , respectively. The condition of overall strange-
ness neutrality of the fireball allows to eliminate mS in terms
of T and mB @37#.
Unless stated otherwise, the numerical calculations @44#
below are done with the set of source parameters T5150
MeV, R55 fm, Dh51.2, t055 fm/c , Dt51 fm/c , and
mB5mS50. We will work in the fireball c.m. system and
thus set h050.
The resonance channels included are listed in Table I. The
S~1193! and L~1116! are treated as one baryonic resonance
Y ~1150! at an average mass of 1150 MeV. For simplicity the
decay cascade S0!gL!pp2 is replaced by an effective
two-particle decay S0!pp2, since the photon in the S0
decay is known not to change the shape of the hyperon spec-
trum @32#. The p2 decay contributions from the cascades
h8! 1h!p21 and S*!1 Y (1150)!p2
1 are taken into account by enhanced branching ratios
for the Y and h decay channels. These crude approximations
are not problematic because they concern quantitatively
small contributions. The cascade decays just mentioned af-
fect the intercept parameter on the level of a few percent; the
K dependence of the HBT radius parameters remains essen-
tially unaffected. KL
0 decays are neglected because the long
KL
0 lifetime (ct 5 15.5 m! makes them invisible for most
detectors.
V. RESULTS FOR ONE- AND TWO-PARTICLE SPECTRA
We now present a quantitative analysis of the one- and
two-particle spectra for the model described in Sec. IV. Both
types of spectra can be expressed in terms of the four-
dimensional Fourier transforms of the direct emission func-
tions S˜r
dir(q ,P6), see Appendix A. We show in Appendix B
how the latter can be reduced analytically to two-































The Bessel function I0 arises from the f integration while
the terms containing A and Aq stem from the t integration.
Please note that the azimuthal rotation of the resonance
transverse momentum P' relative to the pion transverse mo-
mentum p' ~which defines the x axis of our coordinate sys-
tem! enters only through the combination in brackets in Eq.
~5.2b!; the latter stems from the scalar product qP6, see
TABLE I. The resonance decay contributions to p2 production
considered in the present work. Where applicable the factor in front
of the branching ratio is the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient for the
particular decay channel.
Decay channel r M ~MeV! G ~MeV! J br!p2
r2!p2p0 770 150 1 1.0
r0!p2p1 770 150 1 1.0
D2!p2n 1232 115 3/2 1.0
D0!p2p 1232 115 3/2 (1/3)31.0
D¯1!p2 n¯ 1232 115 3/2 (1/3)31.0
D¯11!p2 p¯ 1232 115 3/2 1.0
K*0!p2K1 892 50 1 (2/3)31.0
K*2!p2K0 892 50 1 (2/3)31.0
S*2!p2L(1116) 1385 36 1/2 0.88
S*2!p2S0(1193) 1385 36 1/2 (1/2)30.12
S*0!p2S1(1193) 1385 36 1/2 (1/2)30.12
S¯*1!p2L¯ (1116) 1385 36 1/2 0.88
S¯*1!p2S¯0(1193) 1385 36 1/2 (1/2)30.12
S¯*0!p2S¯2(1193) 1385 36 1/2 (1/2)30.12
v!p2p1p0 782 8.43 1 0.89
h!p2p1p0 547 1.231023 0 0.24
h8!p1p2h 958 0.2 0 0.44
KS
0!p1p2 498 '0 0 0.69
S2!p2n 1193 '0 1/2 1.0
S¯1!p2 n¯ 1193 '0 1/2 1.0
S0!gL!pp2 1193 '0 1/2 0.65
L!pp2 1116 '0 1/2 0.65
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shifted from P'
6 to q' by a common rotation by the angle
F6 :
S˜r
dir~q0,qo ,qs ,ql ;EP,P'cosF6 ,P'sinF6 ,PL!
5 S˜r
dir~q0,qocosF61qssinF6 ,qscosF6
2qosinF6 ,ql ;EP,P',0,PL!. ~5.3!
Note that this identity does not depend on the model for the
emission function. It shows that the resonance decay kine-
matics leads to a mixing of the sideward and outward q
dependences of the correlation functions that would be ob-
tained from the resonances if one could use them for inter-
ferometry directly. This feature is lost in the approximation
leading to Eq. ~2! in Ref. @18#.
For the direct pion contribution, F6 is to be set to zero in
Eqs. ~5.1!, ~5.3!.
A. The resonance fractions frK
The single-particle momentum spectrum ~2.1! is the
space-time integral over the emission function ~3.1!,
dNp
p dy dm'
2 5E d4x Sp~x ,p !5 S˜p~q50;m' ,y !.
~5.4!
It is thus given by the Fourier transform ~5.1! of the emission
function at zero relative momentum. From this expression it
is straightforward to evaluate the resonance fractions
f r(y ,m') of Eq. ~3.6!. For later reference they are shown in
Fig. 1. At central rapidity and small transverse momentum in
our model only about 40% of the pions are emitted directly
while more than half of the pions stem from resonance de-
cays. The direct fraction increases rapidly with increasing
transverse momentum, but very slowly with increasing lon-
gitudinal momentum, respectively, rapidity. In fact, most
resonance fractions are nearly independent of rapidity @8#. At
large p' the resonance contributions to the single-particle
spectrum die out @17#. The largest resonance contribution
comes from the r meson, due to its relatively small mass and
large spin degeneracy factor. The h , which is still lighter, has
no spin and a small branching ratio into pions. As can be
seen in the lower row of Fig. 1 the resonance fractions are
only weakly affected by transverse flow: at small p' the
direct fraction increases slightly while at large p' the ten-
dency is opposite ~see Sec. V B!.
B. Single-particle transverse momentum spectra
Integrating Eq. ~5.4! over rapidity we obtain the single-
particle transverse momentum distribution
dNp
dm'
2 5pE dy S˜pdir~0;y ,m'!1 (
rÞp
pE dy S˜r!p~0;y ,m'!.
~5.5!
The resonance decay contributions are given according to




The factor 2 results from the sum over F6 , noting that at
q50 the integrand is independent of F6 ~see Appendix B!.
Writing Y5y1vDY @see Eq. ~A16!#, where DY is indepen-
dent of y , the y integration can be pulled through the inte-















The transverse momentum spectra of the directly emitted











dS j22 D e2j2/2K1S M'T coshh t~j! D
3I0S P'T sinhh t~j! D , ~5.8!
where we substituted j5r/R under the integral. Note that
the geometric parameters R , Dh , t0 of the source enter only
in the normalization of the spectrum through the effective
volume ~4.3!. Thus the shape of the (y-integrated! single-
particle transverse momentum spectrum contains no infor-
mation on the source geometry, in agreement with general
arguments presented, e.g., in @12#. According to Eqs. ~5.7!,
~5.8!, the unnormalized transverse momentum dependence is
fully determined by the rest mass M , the temperature T @or
T(j) if T were r dependent#, and the transverse flow profile
h t(j)5h fjn.
For later reference we plot in Fig. 2 the pion transverse
mass spectrum for the two sets of source parameters for
which we compute two-particle correlations below. All reso-
nance decay contributions are shown separately. The only
three-body decays are those of the v , h , and h8 whose decay
pions are seen to be particularly concentrated at small p' .
~A similar low-p' concentration occurs for pions from KS
0
decays, due to the small decay phase space in this particular
two-body decay.! Comparing the top panel ~no transverse
flow, h f50) with the bottom panel (h f50.3) one observes
the well-known flattening of the transverse mass spectrum by
transverse radial flow @32–34,38#. The direct pions reflect
essentially an effective ‘‘blueshifted’’ temperature Teff
5TA(11^b t&)/(12^b t&) @38#. But the heavier resonances,
in the region P',M r , are affected much more strongly by
transverse flow since at small P' the flattening of the spectra
by flow is proportional to the particle rest mass @34,38#. Fig-
ure 2~b! shows that this effect on the parent resonances is
also reflected in the spectra of the daughter pions, explaining
the slight rise with h f of the resonance fractions at large m' .
This flattening of the transverse mass spectra by transverse
flow, suggested in Refs. @38,32,33# as an explanation for the
observed features of the single-particle spectra from 28Si-
and 32S-induced collisions at the AGS and SPS, seems to
have been confirmed by recent collision experiments with
3272 56URS ACHIM WIEDEMANN AND ULRICH HEINZvery heavy ions ~Au1Au at the AGS, Pb1Pb at the SPS, see
contributions by Y. Akiba, R. Lacasse, Nu Xu, and P. Jones
at the recent Quark Matter ’96 conference @39#!. One of the
main goals of two-particle interferometry is to obtain an in-
dependent and more direct measure of the transverse expan-
sion velocity at freeze-out, to confirm this picture and further
discriminate against possible alternative explanations.
C. Two-particle correlations
In Figs. 3 and 4 we plot the two-pion correlator C(q,K)
in the three Cartesian directions of q for zero and nonzero
transverse flow h f , respectively. We use the letter Y to de-
note the rapidity of the pair, and K' (M') for its transverse
momentum ~transverse mass!. The pion pairs in Figs. 3 and 4
have pair rapidity Y50 in the c.m.s., and transverse mo-
menta ranging from 0 to 800 MeV/c ~top to bottom!. The
correlation functions were calculated by numerically evalu-
ating Eq. ~3.3! for the source parameters given in Sec. IV.
Within each plot, the different lines show the effect of
adding in Eq. ~3.3! in the sum over decay channels r succes-
sively more resonances ~see Table I!: first the abundant r ,
FIG. 2. The single-pion transverse mass spectrum for T5150
MeV and mB5mS50. The overall normalization is arbitrary, the
relative normalizations of the various resonance contributions are
fixed by the assumption of thermal and chemical equilibrium. Up-
per panel: no transverse flow, h f50; lower panel: h f50.3.then the other short-lived resonances, then the v with its
intermediate lifetime, and finally all the long-lived reso-
nances. Comparing these plots row by row gives one a feel-
ing for the K' dependence of the correlation function and the
various resonance contributions. In the following two sub-
sections we give a rough and general discussion of the main
features of the correlator without and with transverse flow of
the source, respectively, before proceeding to a quantitative
analysis in Sec. VI.
1. No transverse flow (Fig. 3)
The direct thermal contribution leads to a correlation
function with a nearly Gaussian shape in all directions qi ,
i5o ,s ,l , and for all pair momenta K' . As K' increases, the
correlator becomes rapidly wider in the longitudinal direc-
tion while in the two transverse directions the changes are
hard to see and require a finer analysis ~Sec. VI!. As more
FIG. 3. The two-particle correlator C(q,K) for p2 pairs with
pair rapidity Y50 in the c.m.s. Each row of diagrams corresponds
to a different value for the transverse pair momentum K'
(K'50, 200, 400, 600, and 800 MeV from top to bottom!. Left
column: the correlator in the outward direction at qs5ql50.
Middle column: the correlator in the sideward direction at
qo5ql50. Right column: the correlator in the longitudinal direc-
tion at qs5qo50. Source parameters as in Sec. IV, the transverse
flow h f has been set to zero. Here and in the following plots the
different lines have the following meaning. Thin solid line: thermal
pions only. Long-dashed: including additionally r decays. Short-
dashed: including additionally all other shortlived resonances
(D ,K*,S*, see Table I!. Dash-dotted: adding also v decays. Thick
solid line: adding also all longlived resonances (h ,h8,KS0 ,S ,L , see
Table I!.
56 3273RESONANCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO HANBURY- . . .and more of the short-lived resonances are added, the width
of the correlator becomes smaller, again with a larger effect
in the longitudinal than in the two transverse directions. A
much stronger effect is caused by the v meson; now the
narrowing of the correlation function is also clearly seen in
the transverse directions, and the correlator becomes mark-
edly non-Gaussian. As the long-lived resonances are added,
the intercept l of the correlator at q50 decreases below 1.
This is a matter of q resolution ~we stop at uqu51 MeV! —
the contribution from the long-lived resonances is entirely
concentrated in a d-function-like structure near the origin,
and with infinite resolution the correlator could be seen to
actually reach the value 1 at q50. This is, of course, an
extreme deviation from Gaussian behavior.
Long-lived resonances thus lead to apparently incomplete
correlations, l,1 @8,15#. This effect becomes even stronger,
if the correlator is projected onto one particular q direction
by averaging over a finite window in the other directions
where the correlator has already dropped below l @40#.
As the pion pair momentum K' increases, all resonance
effects on the width and strength of the correlator are seen to
decrease. This is a direct consequence of the decreasing reso-
nance fractions, see Fig. 1.
The above lifetime hierarchy of resonance effects can be
understood in terms of the following simple picture.
Short-lived resonances, G.30 MeV. In the rest frame of
the particle emitting fluid element these resonances decay
very close to their production point, especially if they are
heavy and have only small thermal velocities. This means
that the emission function Sr!p of the daughter pions has a
very similar spatial structure as that of the parent resonance
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for nonzero transverse flow h f50.3.Sr
dir although at a shifted momentum and shifted in time by
the lifetime of the resonance. As only Ro and Rl are sensitive
to the lifetime of the source, the shift in time affects the
correlation function only in the outward and longitudinal di-
rections. The stronger effect on Rl ~which is obvious from
the right column in Fig. 3! is a consequence of the boost-
invariant longitudinal expansion of our source: as the decay
pions are emitted at a later proper time t , and since the
longitudinal length of homogeneity increases with t because
the longitudinal velocity gradients decrease @10#, the decay
pions show a larger longitudinal homogeneity length than the
direct pions. Since the Fourier transform of the direct emis-
sion function is rather Gaussian and the decay pions from
short-lived resonances appear close to the emission point of
the parent, they maintain the Gaussian features of the cor-
relator.
Long-lived resonances, G!1 MeV. These are the h and
h8, with lifetimes ctG'17.000 and 1000 fm, respectively,
and the weak decays of KS
0 and the hyperons which on aver-
age propagate several cm. ~The decays of KL
0 and charged
kaons are not included in our calculation because their decay
products are not seen in most experiments.! Even with ther-
mal velocities these particles travel far outside the direct
emission region before decaying, generating a daughter pion
emission function Sr!p with a very large spatial support.
The Fourier transform S˜r!p(q ,K) thus decays very rapidly
for qÞ0, giving no contribution in the experimentally acces-
sible region q.1 MeV. ~This lower limit in q arises from
the finite two-track resolution in the experiments.! The decay
pions do, however, contribute to the single-particle spectrum
S˜r!p(q50,K) in the denominator and thus ‘‘dilute’’ the
correlation. In this way long-lived resonances decrease the
correlation strength l without, however, affecting the shape
of the correlator where it can be measured.
Moderately long-lived resonances, 1 MeV ,G,30 MeV.
There is only one such resonance, the v meson. It is not
sufficiently long-lived to escape detection in the correlator,
and thus it does not affect the intercept parameter l . Its
lifetime is, however, long enough to cause a long exponential
tail in Sv!p(x ,K). This seriously distorts the shape of the
correlator and destroys its Gaussian form.
2. Nonzero transverse flow (Fig. 4)
The main difference between Figs. 3 and 4 is that the
effects from the short-lived resonances and the v on the
shape of the correlator are weaker. The primary reason for
this behavior is that for the class of models ~4.6! the trans-
verse size Rt of the effective emission region for heavy reso-
nances shrinks for nonzero transverse flow. In the Gaussian
saddle-point approximation, this transverse size Rt can be
calculated from Sr
dir(x ,P) in Eq. ~4.6! as
Rt5
R
A11~M' /T !h f2
. ~5.9!
This is not accurate enough for quantitative studies @11# but
gives the correct tendency and right order of magnitude. Go-
ing as h f
2 this effect is small, but it tends to increase the
width of the correlator, counteracting the basic tendency of
3274 56URS ACHIM WIEDEMANN AND ULRICH HEINZresonance contributions to make the correlator narrower. For
h f50.3 the two effects are seen to more or less balance each
other in the sideward correlator, leaving practically no trace
of the short-lived resonances including the v . A similar ef-
fect is seen in the outward and longitudinal directions, but
there the dominant lifetime effect discussed above prevails.
Please note that none of the correlators shown in Figs. 3
and 4 exhibits a ‘‘volcanic’’ ~exponential or power law
rather than Gaussian! shape as seen for the longitudinal cor-
relators of Refs. @8#. We have not been able to trace the
origin of this discrepancy; it may be due to the different
source ~hydrodynamics with freeze-out along a sharp hyper-
surface! used in Refs. @8#, but why this should manifest itself
in this way is not obvious. From general arguments we
would expect at small q a Gaussian behavior with a curva-
ture related to the longitudinal size of the effective pion
source from v decays; the longitudinal correlators in Ref. @8#
seem to decay much more steeply for small q . We have
checked our results with two independent programs, based
on the formulas given in the Appendixes.
VI. EXTRACTING HBT RADII FROM THE CORRELATOR
Looking at Figs. 3 and 4 it is clear that more quantitative
methods are needed to characterize the shape of the cor-
relator. For an interpretation of the correlator in terms of the
space-time structure of the source relatively small changes of
its shape and its pair momentum dependence play an impor-
tant role. One would therefore like to describe the key fea-
tures of C(q,K) by a small number of fit parameters which
are sensitive to this space-time structure. The usual proce-
dure is to perform a Gaussian fit with the functions ~2.6! or
~2.8!. As we will see this method runs into systematic prob-
lems if the two-particle correlator does not have a perfect
Gaussian shape, e.g., due to long-lived resonances. Not only
do the functions ~2.6! or ~2.8! fail to give a good fit, but by
not correctly accounting for the non-Gaussian features one
throws away important space-time information contained in
the resonance decay contributions to the correlator.
In this section we discuss several different Gaussian fit-
ting procedures which clearly demonstrate these difficulties.
The main reason for presenting this basically flawed ap-
proach is ~i! that it is the method mainly used so far in the
experimental analysis and ~ii! that the discussion throws
some light on how one should compare HBT radius param-
eters extracted by different groups using different proce-
dures. After having understood the problems and the system-
atic uncertainties they generate we will then suggest a more
reliable approach in the next section which also accounts for
non-Gaussian features in a quantitative way.
A. Two-dimensional Gaussian fits to the correlator
We start by discussing two-dimensional fits to C(q,K)
with two parameters l i(K), Ri(K) (i5o ,s ,l). We approxi-
mate the numerical function in the directions qi as follows:




, i5o ,s ,l .
~6.1!
The optimal parameters l i(K) and Ri(K) are determined by









The label n runs over a set of n equidistant values qi
n be-
tween 0 and 50 MeV for which the correlator C(qin ,K) was
calculated numerically. Although the procedure ~6.2! is con-
ceptually different from an experimental fitting procedure in
that the function to be fitted is known exactly and the result-
ing optimal fit parameters thus do not have statistical error
bars, they can still vary systematically depending on the se-
lection of the fit points qi
n and the minimization function
~6.2!. These systematic variations reflect the possible non-
Gaussian features of the correlator, but not in a way that
allows to easily quantify them. As long as the deviations
from Gaussian bahavior are small, the extracted Gaussian fit
parameters Ri(K) and l i(K) are expected to be useful for a
simple characterization of the main features of the correlator.
1. No transverse flow
For the case h f50 the results from independent two-
dimensional fits to the correlator in the ‘‘side’’ ~top!, ‘‘out’’
~middle!, and ‘‘long’’ ~bottom! directions are shown in Fig.
5. The left column shows the Cartesian HBT radii, the right
column the associated intercept parameters resulting from
the fit, both as functions of K' at Y50.
The fitted intercept parameters follow roughly the behav-
ior expected from Eq. ~3.12! and Fig. 1. Upon closer inspec-
tion one sees, however, that also some of the shorter-lived
FIG. 5. The Cartesian HBT radii Ri , i5o ,s ,l and their corre-
sponding intercept parameters l i , extracted from the correlator
C(q,K) via two-dimensional fits according to Eq. ~6.2!. Shown are
results at Y50 as function of K' for h f50. Top row: sideward
direction. Middle row: outward direction. Bottom row: longitudinal
direction. The different lines indicate the effects of including vari-
ous sets of resonances as described in Fig. 3.
56 3275RESONANCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO HANBURY- . . .resonances, in particular the inclusion of the v , have a sig-
nificant lowering effect on l . These effects are different in
the three Cartesian directions and strongest in the longitudi-
nal direction, where even without any resonance effects
l,1 at small K' .
The deviations of the intercept parameter from unity re-
flect non-Gaussian features of the correlator. For short-lived
resonances these are weak, except in the longitudinal ql di-
rection where the correlator has been known to show at small
K' a somewhat steeper than Gaussian fall-off due to the
rapid boost-invariant longitudinal expansion of the source
@11#, even in the absence of resonance decays. The main
non-Gaussian effects come from the v and, of course, from
the long-lived resonance. The latter affect, however, only l
and not the HBT radii extracted from the Gaussian fit, while
the v also changes the radius parameters.
The fit accomodates these non-Gaussian features by low-
ering the intercept l . As discussed in Sec. V C the main
origin of non-Gaussian effects due to resonances is the tail in
the time distribution of the decay pions. According to Eqs.
~2.7! this is expected to affect Ro and Rl , but not Rs . Equa-
tion ~5.3! tells us, however, that the ‘‘out’’ and ‘‘side’’ be-
havior of the parent resonance distribution gets mixed in the
pair distribution of the daughter pions, so some fraction of
this effect propagates into the side correlator of the decay
pions. On the other hand, there remains the fact that, com-
pared to Rs , in Ro an additional lifetime effect comes in
through the term b'
2 ^ t˜2& in Eq. ~2.7b!; this contribution in-
creases quadratically for small values of K' , saturating
above K'5mp where b''1. This explains very nicely the
initial drop and subsequent rise of l in the outward direction,
which is particularly prominent for the v contribution.
Let us now turn our attention to the HBT radii in the left
column of Fig. 5 and begin with a discussion of Rs . Its size
remains essentially unaffected by the short-lived resonances
with lifetimes of order 1 fm/c , but the v affects Rs . This
effect dies out rapidly for increasing M' due to the decreas-
ing v fraction f v(K',0), but the resulting M' dependence of
Rs complicates the extraction of the transverse flow from it
@11,13#.
The origin of the effect has already been qualitatively
explained in Sec. V C and above by referring to Eq. ~5.3!. A
somewhat more quantitative estimate can be obtained by
studying the space-time variances of Sec. III, even though
the discussion presented there makes it clear that this will
provide only an upper estimate for the v contribution to Rs .
Considering only the direct pions and those from v decays
and calculating Rs
25^y2& according to Eq. ~3.8! we find
















Using f dir1 f v51 this yields




This result can be explained as the effect of the v propagat-
ing in the y direction before decaying or, more formally, as
the effect of the ‘‘out’’-‘‘side’’ mixing in the decay kinemat-
ics expressed by Eq. ~5.3!. Numerically, we determined the
factor f corr'0.52 at K'50 which leads to f corr f v'0.1 at
the same point. Putting this together with the width of the v
resonance 1/G523.4 fm, one obtains for the side variance
A^y2&58.9 fm.
This is obviously much larger than the 5.5 fm extracted at
K'50, since the curvature ~2.11! does not coincide with the
fitted width. For longer living resonances this discrepancy
will, of course, be even larger. Another number to compare
with is the half width Rs
half of the correlator C(qs) at
qo5ql5K50, including all short-lived resonances plus the
v . We find the hierarchy
A^y2&'8.9 fm.Rshalf'6.4 fm.Rs'5.5 fm . ~6.6!
We conclude that estimates of resonance effects, based on
space-time variances such as A^y2&, as, e.g., done in @18#, are
quantitatively unreliable. The half width Rs
half is close to the
result one would obtain from a Gaussian fit to the correlator
when the intercept l is fixed to the value of Eq. ~3.12! ~as,
e.g., done, albeit simultaneously in all three q directions, in
Refs. @8,41#!. The difference to our procedure which lets l
float is significant, and since C at q50 is not experimentally
accessible, a comparison of Rs
half with data @41# is clearly
dangerous. The authors of Refs. @8# also find that at low K'
resonance decays can increase the longitudinal HBT radius
Rl by up to a factor 2; in a Gaussian fit with floating l we
never see resonance induced increases in Rl by more than 1.5
fm.
We have compared the Gaussians corresponding to the
numbers given in Eq. ~6.6! with the true ‘‘side’’ correlator in
the lower panel of Fig. 6. In the upper panel we show the
three contributions to the correlator @see Eqs. ~3.3! and
~3.10!# coming from pairs of two directly emitted pions
~dashed line!, from pairs of one direct and one v decay pion
~difference between dotted and dashed lines!, and from pairs
where both pions come from v decays ~difference between
solid and dotted lines!. While it is obvious that the v contri-
butions are concentrated at lower qs values than the direct
one, the tail from the mixed direct-v contribution is still
appreciable outside the half point of the direct term near
qs530 MeV. It therefore appears impossible to cleanly sepa-
rate the correlation function into ‘‘core’’ and ‘‘halo’’ contri-
butions with different q support @15#. In particular, the recent
suggestion by Cso¨rgo˝ @31# to extract the ‘‘core’’ radius by
performing a Gaussian fit to the qs tail of the correlator,
excluding the range qs,qcut where qcut;30 MeV, is likely
to run into systematic problems.
3276 56URS ACHIM WIEDEMANN AND ULRICH HEINZWe now turn to Ro . At K'50 the two transverse radius
parameters Rs and Ro are equal by symmetry @23#, and all
above considerations carry over to the ‘‘out’’ direction. At
nonzero K' , Ro receives an additional contribution from the
source lifetime as indicated by Eq. ~2.7b!. Although for the
v the use of this expression is no longer quantitatively reli-
able, it gives the correct tendency. Short-lived resonances do
not destroy the Gaussian shape of the out correlator, and for
them Eq. ~2.7b! @with Eq. ~3.8!# can be used without restric-
tions. It is obvious that even the short-lived resonances con-
tribute through their lifetime to the term b'
2 ^ t˜2& in Eq.
~2.7b!, strengthening the rise of Ro in Fig. 5 at small K' .
The strongest resonance effect is seen for Rl , which is
affected even by the short-lived resonances. These effects
disappear for large K' due to the decreasing resonance frac-
tions f r , but at small K' they are significant. Due to the
existence of ~weak! non-Gaussian features already in the ab-
sence of resonances the space-time variances are of limited
use for a quantitative discussion of the effects, and we leave
the reader with the numerical results shown in Fig. 5. A
qualitative interpretation was given in Sec. V C.
FIG. 6. The correlator C(qs) at qo5ql5K50, taking into ac-
count only direct pions and pions from v decays. The upper panel
shows the three contributions according to Eq. ~3.3!: direct-direct
pairs ~dashed!, direct-direct 1 direct-v ~dotted!, and all contribu-
tions ~including the v-v term where both pions come from v de-
cays! ~solid line!. The lower panel compares the same solid line to
different Gaussians whose radius parameters correspond to the cur-
vature at qs50 ~dotted line!, the half width of C(qs) ~dash-dotted
line!, and the optimal Gaussian fit according to Eq. ~6.2! ~dashed
line!.2. Nonzero transverse flow
In Fig. 7 we show the parameters l i , Ri obtained from
the two-dimensional fit ~6.1!, ~6.2! for the case of nonzero
transverse expansion with h f50.3. Comparing with Fig. 5
one sees that the effect of the resonances on the HBT radius
parameters are weaker, and that correspondingly the non-
Gaussian effects caused by the short-lived resonances and
the v ~which lead to deviations of the intercept parameter l
from unity! are less pronounced. In fact, the only remaining
effects of these resonances on the HBT radii come from the
terms ;^ t˜2& in Ro and Rl @see Eq. ~2.7!# and are due to the
additional contribution to the particle emission duration from
the resonance lifetimes. The geometrical effect of resonance
propagation away from the direct source, described by the
second term in Eq. ~6.5!, has disappeared, even for the v .
The reason was already discussed in Sec. V C, Eq. ~5.9!: due
to transverse flow the transverse size of the emission region
for heavy resonances is smaller than that of the direct pions,
and since they do not live very long they usually do not
make it outside the source of direct pions before decaying.
Thus they do not lead to an increase of the spatial source
size.
As a consequence, the decrease of Rs with increasing K' ,
which is characteristic for transverse collective flow of the
source @11,13#, is no longer modified by the pions from v
decays. This is, of course, the ideal situation one might hope
for in order to extract quantitative dynamical information
from HBT data. Unfortunately, the problem remains that, if
the measurement finds a ~not too strong! M' dependence of
Rs , it could still be due to either weak transverse flow with-
out resonance contaminations as in Fig. 7, or to v-decay
contributions in the absence of transverse flow as in Fig. 5.
~Other mechanisms such as transverse temperature gradients
FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 5, but for nonzero transverse flow h f50.3.
56 3277RESONANCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO HANBURY- . . .might also create an M' dependence @9,10#.! We must find a
more quantitative analysis tool which allows us to tell
whether the M' dependence of Rs is associated with v de-
cays or not.
B. Five-dimensional Cartesian Gaussian fits to the correlator
Before approaching this task in the next section, we will
now also discuss some generic features of multidimensional
Gaussian fits to the exact correlator where all HBT param-
eters and the correlation strength are determined simulta-
neously. This is clearly desirable in order to avoid the prob-
lem of having three different correlation strengths in the
three Cartesian directions, as happens when the three radii
Rs , Ro , and Rl are determined by separate two-dimensional
fits according to Eq. ~6.1!, because such a result is clearly
unphysical. It is also necessary for the determination of the
cross term Rol and for a fit with the YKP parametrization
~2.8!.
In this subsection we extract the Cartesian parameters Ro ,
















The label n again runs over n fit points qn which were cho-
sen to lie at equal distances between 0 and 50 MeV along the
three Cartesian q axes and along the two diagonals
(qs50,qo5ql) and (qs50,qo52ql). This is, of course, dif-
ferent from a typical experimental q distribution. They were
selected to economize in the number of fit points where the
exact correlator had to be computed.
The results of the fit ~6.7! are shown in Fig. 8, again for
h f50 and h f50.3 at midrapidity Y50. Let us first look at
the incercept parameter l . Comparing with Figs. 5, 7 we see
that the l value from the five-dimensional fit lies somewhere
between the three different values obtained in the two-
dimensional ~2D! fits. As before it reflects the deviations of
the correlator from a Gaussian. Since such deviations exist in
the ql direction even without resonances, due to strong lon-
gitudinal expansion, l slightly deviates from 1 even in the
absence of resonance decays.
The need for the fit to compromise on a unique intercept
parameter affects the optimum values for the HBT radiusparameters. For a fixed correlation function, a decrease of l
leads automatically also to a smaller Gaussian radius as
found by the fit. Since the compromise value for l lies above
the value l l , but below the values ls and lo from the 2D
fits, Rl increases and Rs , Ro decrease in the 5D fit relative to
the 2D fit values. @This effect is hardly visible if resonance
decays are switched off but becomes stronger as the reso-
nance contributions ~with their non-Gaussian effects! are
added.# The net result is that even in the absence of trans-
verse flow now the resonance effects on Rs and on its M'
dependence appear quite weak. Even the resonance contribu-
tion to the lifetime effect in Ro ~the quadratic rise at small
K') becomes less pronounced.
For completeness we show in Fig. 9 also results at for-
ward pair rapidity Y51.5. In this case the fit gives, of
course, a nonvanishing cross term Rol with the expected K'
behavior @10,30,42#. It is affected by resonances essentially
at the same level as Ro . The only other qualitative difference
is the much smaller value of Rl relative to Y50; this is an
effect of Lorentz contraction.
It must be stressed that the differences between this sub-
section and the previous one are purely due to fit systematics.
Depending on how the exact correlator is fitted to a Gaussian
the extracted Gaussian radii show significant differences.
Since in the experiments the intercept parameter cannot be
directly measured and must be fitted simultaneously with the
HBT radii, we adopted the same procedure and let l float in
the fit. Schlei and co-workers @8,41#, on the other hand, in his
Gaussian fits has always fixed l at the value given by Eq.
~3.12!. In the presence of non-Gaussian effects due to reso-
nance decays our fits give smaller l’s and, therefore, smaller
HBT radii than his fit. This explains why the resonance ef-
fects on the transverse radii and their K' dependence were
found to be much stronger in Refs. @8,41# than in our work
here. According to the second inequality in Eq. ~6.6! the
difference in Rs is about 1 fm, in good agreement with his
compared to our results.
C. Five-dimensional Gaussian YKP fits to the correlator
The extraction of the Yano-Koonin velocity from a fit
according to Eq. ~2.8! is a nonlinear problem. To maintain
the simplicity of a least-square fit with linear fit parameters
we have reformulated the YKP fit problem as follows. We






























3278 56URS ACHIM WIEDEMANN AND ULRICH HEINZWe then proceed as with the Cartesian parametrization in
Sec. VI B, using the same set of fit points as before, but
expressing them through their components q' ,ql , and q0, in
order to determine l
YKP
,R' ,R33 ,R00 , and R03 . Finally we
solve Eqs. ~6.9! for the YKP parameters.
However, the one-to-one correspondence between the
YKP and Cartesian radius parameters does not imply that in
a fit to experimental data both sets of fit parameters can be
determined with similar accuracy. At midrapidity, for in-
stance, where q05b' qo , the YKP fit becomes for small
transverse pair momentum increasingly insensitive to R0,
since q0!0 for b'!0. As a result, in the space of YKP fit
parameters the confidence region for one standard deviation
is very elongated in R0. The actual fit value of R0 thus de-
velops a strong sensitivity to relatively small systematic de-
viations of the correlator from a Gaussian shape. Since the
procedure ~6.7! adopted here does not allow to associate er-
rors to the extracted fit values, we present in Figs. 10 and 11
the results only for sufficiently large values of K' where
such systematic effects were found to be small.
For Y50 (b l50, Fig. 10! the systematic uncertainty at
small values of K' (b') affects only R0, according to the
FIG. 8. The Cartesian HBT radii Ro , Rs , Rl , and the intercept
l , obtained from the five-dimensional fit ~6.7! to C(q,K), as func-
tions of K' at Y50. Rol is not shown since at Y 50 it vanishes due
to symmetry. Left column: no transverse flow, h f50. Right col-
umn: h f50.3.arguments presented above. For K',100 MeV, we found
that the R0 value extracted from the Gaussian fit develops a
strong dependence on the choice of the fit points qn while
this problem disappears at larger values of K' . For Y51.5
(b lÞ0, Fig. 11!, similar systematic uncertainties at small K'
affect also R i and Y YK . Accordingly, the corresponding
curves in Fig. 11 have been cut off at small K' .
The intercept parameters l
YKP
extracted from the fit to Eq.
~6.8! essentially coincide with those from the five-
dimensional Cartesian fit. This is expected since in both fits
the same set of fit points was used. Also, the results for R'
compare very well with Rs in the Cartesian fit. For a Gauss-
ian correlator the formalism of space-time variances says
R'
2 5Rs
25^y2&. The equality R'5Rs remains essentially un-
affected by the non-Gaussian features of the correlator in the
presence of resonance decays.
The longitudinal YKP parameter R i is affected by reso-
nance decays roughly in the same way as Rl in the Cartesian
fit at Y50. This is expected because at Y50 the two param-
eters are again identical on the level of space-time variances,
see Eqs. ~2.7c!, ~2.10b!. There is no drastic change for R i as
one goes from Y50 to Y51.5: All values ~with and without
resonances! decrease somewhat, because one approaches the
forward end of the source, and the longitudinal homogeneity
region thus shrinks a bit.
The most significant resonance contribution is seen in the
lifetime parameter R0. This agrees with our arguments that
FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8, but for forward rapidity Y51.5. Now
also Rol is nonzero.
56 3279RESONANCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO HANBURY- . . .the dominant effect from resonances on the correlation func-
tion arises from their finite lifetime.
At Y50 the Yano-Koonin velocity v vanishes @12,13#.
This is reproduced by the fit. At forward rapidity v is non-
zero. In the fourth row of Fig. 11 we plot the Yano-Koonin
rapidity Y
YK
5 12 ln@(11v)/(12v)# as a function of the trans-
verse pair momentum. For longitudinally boost invariant
sources, the YK rapidity is known to coincide with the pair
rapidity Y
YK
(K' ,Y )5Y . For the class of models of Sec. IV
with longitudinally boost-invariant flow previous studies
without resonance decay contributions gave a linear relation
between the two quantities Y
YK
(K' ,Y )5c(K') Y . The Y
dependence Y
YK
provides direct experimental access to the
longitudinal expansion of the source. For thermalized models
the proportionality constant c(K') slowly approaches unity
from below as K' increases @13#. This is clearly seen in Fig.
11 which also shows that resonance decay contributions have
a negligible influence on this relation.
VII. q VARIANCES OF THE CORRELATOR
We have seen that resonances, in particular the v with its
intermediate lifetime, create appreciable non-Gaussian ef-
FIG. 10. From top to bottom: the YKP fit parameters R' , R0,
R i , and lYKP as functions of K' at midrapidity Y 50. Left column:
no transverse flow, h f50. Right column: h f50.3. At Y50 the
Yano-Koonin velocity v vanishes exactly.fects in the two-pion correlator, and that these deviations
from a Gaussian shape can thus contain additional informa-
tion about the space-time distribution of the source and its
physical origin. They also have negative effects on the ex-
traction of HBT radius parameters from Gaussian fits and
affect their K' dependence in a way which, within the
framework of Gaussian fits, is difficult to quantify and to
control systematically.
In this section we therefore study an alternative approach.
We suggest to extract the HBT radius parameters and quan-
tify the deviations from Gaussian behavior by studying the
normalized second and fourth order q moments of the cor-
relator C(q,K). We first develop the necessary formalism
and then apply it to the correlation functions calculated from
our class of source models.
A. General formalism





qi Di j~K!q jG , ~7.1!
FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10, but for forward rapidity Y51.5. The
additional fourth row now shows the Yano-Koonin rapidity at func-
tion of K' .
3280 56URS ACHIM WIEDEMANN AND ULRICH HEINZwhere the qi are the three independent relative momentum
components obtained after resolving the on-shell constraint
q05bq. For such a Gaussian correlator, the HBT param-
eters Di j(K) can be obtained by either fitting the various
widths of the correlator as done in Sec. VI, or by computing
the integrals
^^qi q j&&[







and inverting the resulting matrix of second order q mo-
ments.
For a non-Gaussian correlator we may define the HBT
radius parameters in terms of these ‘‘q variances’’: having
determined the matrix D(K) by inverting the matrix
^^q ^ q&&(K) of q variances, we define





D [S Dss Dos DlsDos Doo Dol
Dls Dol Dll
D ~7.3!
when qs ,qo ,ql are used as independent coordinates, and




D [S D'' 0 00 D33 D03
0 D03 D00
D ~7.4!
if one uses instead q' ,ql ,q0 as independent variables. Equa-
tion ~7.3! corresponds to the Cartesian parametrization ~2.6!,
generalized to systems without azimuthal symmetry by al-
lowing for nonvanishing ‘‘side-out’’ and ‘‘side-long’’ cross
terms. Equation ~7.4! corresponds to the YKP parametriza-
tion ~2.8! which applies only to azimuthally symmetric sys-
tems, and the zeroes in the matrices on the left- and right-
hand side reflect this symmetry.
Similarly, the intercept parameter can be defined in terms
of the q variances and the zeroth-order q moment as
l~K!5p23/2 AdetD~K!E d3q @C~q,K!21# , ~7.5!
which reproduces the correct value for Gaussian correlators
of type ~7.1!.
The deviations from Gaussian behavior in the correlator
are then related to higher-order q moments. A general dis-
cussion, including their derivation from a generating func-
tional from which the full correlator can be reconstructed, is
given in Ref. @43#. Since C(q,K) is symmetric with respect
to interchange of the particle momenta p1 and p2 and there-
fore even under q!2q, all odd q moments vanish. The first
non-Gaussian contributions thus show up in the fourth order
moments.
Application of the method of q moments thus generally
requires at least an inversion of the matrix ~7.2! for the de-
termination of the HBT radius parameters and a discussion
of the four-dimensional tensor of fourth-order moments for
the non-Gaussian aspects. A complete such analysis in three-
dimensional q space will be postponed to a future publica-
tion. Here we will perform a unidirectional analysis, wherethese technical complications do not arise, and compare it
with the unidirectional Gaussian fits of Sec. VI A.
We thus consider the correlator along one of the three
axes qi (i5s ,o ,l or i5' ,l ,0) which we denote by C˜ (qi),
suppressing for simplicity the K dependence:
C˜~qi![C~qi ,q jÞi50,K!. ~7.6!
The HBT radius parameter in direction i and the correspond-













l i5~Ri /Ap!E dqi@C˜~qi!21# . ~7.7c!
To extract the moments ^^qi
n&& from data one replaces Eq.
~7.7b! by a ratio of sums over bins in the qi direction. The
higher the order n of the q moment, the more sensitive are
the extracted values to statistical and systematic uncertainties
in the region of large qi . First investigations with event
samples generated by the VENUS event generator indicate that
the current precision of the data in the Pb-beam experiments
at the CERN SPS permits to determine the second- and
fourth-order q moments. Accordingly, we restrict our discus-







In the following Sec. VII B we will study the K' dependence
of the HBT radius parameters, the intercept, and the kurtosis
as defined by Eqs. ~7.7! and ~7.8!.
B. Unidirectional results for the q moments
In this subsection we present a numerical analysis of the
correlation functions computed in Sec. V in terms of their q
moments along the three Cartesian directions, and give a
comparison with the unidirectional Gaussian fits presented in
Sec. VI A.
Figure 12 shows the HBT radii ~7.7a! and the kurtosis
~7.8! along the ‘‘side,’’ ‘‘out’, and ‘‘long’’ axes ~from top to
bottom!. The left and right column of plots correspond to
zero and nonzero transverse flow of the source, respectively.
In each panel we plot as the upper set of curves the HBT
radius parameter Ri in fm, with different line symbols denot-
ing the effects of including various sets of resonances as
before. They should be compared with the lines shown in the
left columns of Figs. 5 and 7, respectively. The lower set of
lines ~clustered around values near 0! denote the correspond-
ing kurtosis D i in dimensionless units. These contain the
lowest order information on the non-Gaussian features of the
numerically computed correlation function.
The comparison of the HBT radius parameters defined via
the q variances of the correlator with those from the Gauss-
ian fit ~6.2! shows a remarkable agreement. As stressed
56 3281RESONANCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO HANBURY- . . .above, in the presence of non-Gaussian features in the cor-
relator, the only well-defined definition of the HBT radii is
provided by the q variances ~7.7a!, while the Gaussian fit
results have possibly severe systematic uncertainties related
to the details of the fit procedure. The agreement between the
corresponding curves in Figs. 5, 7, and 12 indicates that we
were ‘‘lucky’’ with our choice of fit prescription in Sec.
VI A. An essential reason for the good agreement was our
decision to let the intercept parameter l float in Eq. ~6.2!,
i.e., to perform a two-dimensional rather than a one-
dimensional fit as in Ref. @8#. The discrepancy between the
HBT radii shown in those papers and those shown in Fig. 12
thus simply reflect the systematic uncertainties of extracting
a Gaussian width parameter from a non-Gaussian correlator.
In view of these uncertainties, the existence of a clear-cut
definition via the q variance of the correlator becomes cru-
cial.
The space-time interpretation of the HBT radius param-
eters has so far been largely based on their relations ~2.7!,
~2.10! with the space-time variances of the source which are
only true for Gaussian correlators. The agreement between
the HBT radii from q variances and from ~appropriate!
Gaussian fits suggests that these relations continue to be use-
ful for the space-time interpretation of the correlation func-
tions.
FIG. 12. One-dimensional q variances according to Sec. VII A.
The plots show for the three Cartesian directions i5s ,o ,l the radius
parameters Ri(K') defined by Eq. ~7.7a! ~upper set of curves in
each panel! and the kurtosis D i(K') defined by Eq. ~7.7a! ~lower
set of curves in each panel!. The radii are given in fm, the kurtosis
in dimensionless units on the same scale. Left column: no trans-
verse flow, h f50. Right column: h f50.3. The pion pairs have
rapidity Y50 in the c.m.s.In view of the above agreement between the two types of
HBT radius parameters, and of our discussion of the inter-
play between the values of l i and Ri in various types of
Gaussian fits to a given correlation function, it is not surpris-
ing that the intercept parameters extracted from Eq. ~7.7c!
also agree very well with the ones extracted from the unidi-
rectional Gaussian fits and shown in the right columns of
Figs. 5 and 7. They are therefore not presented again.
The interesting new information is, of course, contained
in the kurtosis D i and their K' dependence shown in Fig. 12.
In the side direction the appearance of a nonvanishing ~posi-
tive! kurtosis is clearly linked to the influence of the v de-
cays on the correlation function and to its visibility in the
HBT radius parameter Rs . This implies that the question
whether or not a given K' dependence of Rs is caused by
resonance decays or not can be easily answered by checking
the kurtosis of the correlation function. If the kurtosis van-
ishes ~or is slightly negative!, it is not the v which causes the
K' dependence. At least for the model studied here, the kur-
tosis provides thus the cleanest distinction between scenarios
with and without transverse flow. Its value and K' depen-
dence are thus very important ingredients for the interpreta-
tion of two-particle correlations.
The situation is slightly more complicated in the outward
direction: as long as the source does not expand transversally
(h f50), the visibility of resonance decay effects in Ro is
clearly linked to a nonzero positive kurtosis of the correlator,
and vice versa. For nonzero transverse flow, however, the
outward correlator begins to develop small deviations from a
Gaussian @11# even without resonance decays; these show up
in a negative value for the kurtosis. This effect increases for
larger transverse pair momenta K' .
The kurtosis generated by collective expansion is particu-
larly prominent in the longitudinal direction where flow-
induced non-Gaussian features have been noticed first @11#.
The bottom row of Fig. 12 clearly shows the interplay of
non-Gaussian features induced by resonance decays ~leading
to a positive kurtosis! and longitudinal expansion flow ~caus-
ing a negative kurtosis!. At small K' the resonance contri-
butions dominate; at large K' the resonances lose impor-
tance while the flow-induced kurtosis becomes stronger,
leading to overall negative values of the kurtosis.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Within a broad class of model emission functions for lo-
cally thermalized and collectively expanding sources we
have presented a comprehensive study of resonance decay
effects on two-pion Bose-Einstein correlations. We have
found that, with regard to their influence on the correlation
function, the resonances can be subdivided into three classes.
Long-lived resonances with width ,1 MeV cannot be
resolved in the correlation measurement; they reduce the cor-
relation strength l but otherwise do not influence the shape
of the correlation function in the region where it can be mea-
sured.
Short-lived resonances with width .30 MeV: they decay
into pions close to their production point and thus do not
change the spatial width of the pion emission function.
Hence they do not affect the sideward correlator whose
width is defined by the transverse spatial size of the source.
3282 56URS ACHIM WIEDEMANN AND ULRICH HEINZIn the outward and longitudinal correlator and in the lifetime
parameter R0 of the YKP parametrization, which are all in
one way or other sensitive to the lifetime of the source, they
contribute via the additional time duration of pion emission
due to their own lifetime. These contributions are small and
on the order of the resonance lifetime.
The v meson. With its width of about 8 MeV it is not
sufficiently long-lived to escape detection in the correlator,
but also not sufficiently short-lived to not change the spatial
width of the emission function. As a consequence it can lead
to severe non-Gaussian distortions of the correlator.
These latter distortions cause serious problems. We have
shown in Sec. VI that both the method of extracting width
parameters from the correlator via Gaussian fits and the cal-
culation of these parameters in terms of space-time variances
can lead to quantitatively unreliable results. The systematic
uncertainties of Gaussian fits to non-Gaussian correlators
were identified in Sec. VI @see the discussion following Eq.
~6.6!# as the primary reason for previous claims of much
larger resonance effects on the two-pion HBT radii than
found by us. To remove the ambiguities associated with non-
Gaussian features of the correlator we have introduced in
Sec. VII an alternative definition of the HBT size parameters
and of the intercept parameter l in terms of q moments of
the correlator which does not rely on the assumption of a
Gaussian correlator. For sufficiently high statistics data, HBT
radius parameters determined in this way are free of system-
atic uncertainties. For the examples studied here, they show a
much weaker influence from resonance decays than we had
expected on the basis of previous work @8#.
The normalized fourth order q cumulant ~kurtosis! serves
as a quantitative lowest-order measure for the non-Gaussian
features of the correlator. It is sensitive to both resonance
decays and flow which ~at least for the models studied here!
contribute, however, with different signs. The kurtosis thus
provides the cleanest signal to distinguish between scenarios
with and without transverse flow.
Our detailed numerical model study of q moments has
shown that resonance decays which modify the HBT radius
parameters ~defined via the q variance of the correlator! also
lead to a positive kurtosis. It can be related to the long non-
Gaussian tails in the source distribution generated by the
decay pions. Collective expansion, on the other hand, gener-
ates a negative kurtosis because it tends ~in our model! to let
the source at its edges decay more steeply than a Gaussian.
We see practically no flow effects on the kurtosis in the
sideward direction, a weak effect due to transverse expansion
in the outward direction, and a somewhat larger effect due to
the strong longitudinal expansion in the longitudinal direc-
tion. In the transverse direction resonance effects on the HBT
radius Rs can thus be directly correlated with a nonzero,
positive kurtosis. The existence or not of a nonvanishing
kurtosis Ds and its K' dependence can thus be used to assess
the amount of contamination in Rs from v decays and to
separate these effects from transverse flow.
q moments thus provide significantly improved informa-
tion on the shape of the correlation function in terms of a still
small number of relevant parameters l i ,Ri ,D i , whose size
and momentum dependence lends itself to an interpretation
in terms of the geometric and dynamic space-time structure
of the emitting source. They are thus expected to furtheradapt the HBT method to the increased demand for accuracy
in view of the complicated nature of the dynamical sources
created in relativistic heavy ion collisions and of the drasti-
cally improved quality of recent correlation measurements.
The new method has been demonstrated to work very well in
theory. In view of the new high precision data from the Pb
beam at the CERN SPS, it appears to be experimentally fea-
sible. It will be interesting to see how far the additional,
higher order HBT observables improve our picture of the
spatiotemporal evolution of heavy ion collisions.
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APPENDIX A: THE EMISSION FUNCTION
FOR RESONANCE DECAY PIONS
Here, we give details of how to compute the emission
function Sr!p(x ,p) for resonance decay pions from a decay
channel r . We follow the treatment in @16,17# with some
notational improvements. The resonance r is emitted with
momentum P at space-time point Xm and decays after a
proper time t at xm5Xm1(Pm/M )t into a pion of momen-
tum p and (n21) other decay products:
r!p1c21c31•••1cn . ~A1!
The decay rate at proper time t is Ge2Gt where G is the total
decay width of r . Assuming unpolarized resonances with iso-
tropic decay in their rest frame, Sr!p(x ,p) is given in terms
of the direct emission function Sr





ds g~s !E d3PE
P
3d~pP2E*M !E d4XE dtGe2Gt
3d~4 !Fx2S X1 PM t D GSrdir~X ,P !. ~A2!
Variables with a star denote their values in the resonance rest
frame, all other variables are given in the fixed measurement
56 3283RESONANCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO HANBURY- . . .frame. Here s5(( i52n pi)2 is the squared invariant mass of
the (n21) unobserved decay products in Eq. ~A1!. It can
vary between s25(( i52n mi)2 and s15(M2m)2. g(s) is the
decay phase space for the (n21) unobserved particles. E* is
the energy of the observed decay pion in the resonance rest
frame and is a function of s only:
E*5Am21p*2, p*5A@~M1m !22s#@~M2m !22s#2M .
~A3!
We choose for the observer frame a Cartesian coordinate
system in which the transverse momentum p' of the decay
pion has only an x ~‘‘out’’! and no y ~‘‘side’’! component:
pm5~E ,px ,py ,pL!5~m'coshy ,p' ,0,m'sinhy !. ~A4!





5~M'coshY ,P'cosF ,P'sinF ,M'sinhY !. ~A5!
The first d function in Eq. ~A2! implements the energy-
momentum constraint pP5E*M . For p'Þ0 it can be used















We denote by P6 the two values of P obtained by inserting
the two solutions ~A6! into Eq. ~A5!. Rewriting the d func-
tion as d(pP2E*M )5(6d(F2F6)/p'P'sinF6 and
















3E dtGe2Gtd~4 !Fx2S X1 P6M t D G
3Sr







AP'2 p'2 2@E*M2m'M'cosh~Y2y !#2
~A8!
is the decay probability for a resonance r with momentum P
into a pion with momentum p . It is normalized to the branch-
ing ratio br!p for the channel ~A1! according to
E dydp'2 Fr!p~P;y ,p'!5br!p . ~A9!
The case p'50 is a little special: then the constraint
pP5E*M in Eq. ~A2! cannot be used to do the F integra-



















In the following we discuss only the case p'Þ0. The kine-
matic limits for the integrals in Eqs. ~A7! and ~A10! are, for
given y ,m' of the decay pion, determined by the zeroes of












Y 65y6DY[y6lnS p*m'1A11 p*2m'2 D . ~A12!



















Ap'2 ~M'2 2M 2!2@E*M2m'M'cosh~Y2y !#2
,
~A13!
where the sum is over the two allowed values ~A6! for F . Rewriting the square root with the help of ~A10! as





and introducing new integration variables vP@21,1# , zP@2p ,p# via
M'5M¯'1DM'cosz , ~A15!
Y5y1vDY , ~A16!









dirS x2 P6M t ,P6D , ~A17!














For the calculation of the correlation function we need the Fourier transform of the emission function. It is obtained from Eq.
~A17! as
















































Q~M ,m ,m2 ,m3! , ~A22!
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Here, we give details of the calculation of the Fourier transform S˜r
dir(q ,P)5*d4x eiqxSrdir(x ,P) for the resonance emission
functions ~4.6!. The t integration can be done analytically: Using qx5t A2qox2qsy with A from Eq. ~5.2c! we obtain
E tdteiAtexpS 2 ~t2t0!22~Dt!2 D5A2p~Dt!2eiAt0e2 12 A2~Dt!2@t01iA~Dt!2# . ~B1!
The angular integral is also easily done: writing qo5q'cosw, qs5q'sinw, such that qox1qsy5rq'cos(f2w) ~where f is the




dfe2irq'cos~f2w!e ~P' /T !sinhh tcos~f2F!5E
0
2p
dce2irq'cos~c1w˜ !e ~P' /T !sinhh tcosc, ~B2!








dcexpS P'T sinhh tcosc D sin~rq'cosw˜cosc2rq'sinw˜sinc!5p@I0~AC2iD !2I0~AC1iD !# , ~B3b!
where C and D are given in Eqs. ~5.2a! and ~5.2b!. The remaining integrals over r and h are given in Eq. ~5.1! and must be
done numerically.
The single-particle spectrum is obtained by evaluating S˜(q ,P) at q50. Then also A , Aq , and D vanish ~i.e., the depen-
dence on the polar angle F of the transverse momentum P' drops out!, and C reduces to C5@P'sinhht(r)/T#2. The transverse





2 5pE dY S˜rdir~0;M' ,Y !5 2Jr11~2p!3/2 M't0emr/TE0
`
rdre2r2/2R2I0S P'T sinhh t~r ! D E dh expS 2 h
2
2~Dh!2D







rdre2r2/2R2K1S M'T coshh t~r ! D I0S P'T sinhh t~r ! D . ~B5!
The K1 function results from the last integral in Eq. ~B4! after a simple shift of the integration variable, and the remaining
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